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Abstract—Given that knowledge is a portion of all human activities, it is necessary to store it—seizing its meaning—organize it and make it available. So, it requires a representation scheme to provide a set of procedures, which allows the knowledge, to be stored, organized, and to represent the problem naturally. In such a way, a knowledge base can be produced. The representation scheme must be denoted by a model of some domain of interest in which symbols assist as substitutes for real world artifacts. These symbols must be stored as interest domain statements. In this work, the model used is a workflow ontology. This proposal specifies the set of steps—along with their order of execution—performed by different symbols to develop collaborative applications. Ontology is one of the strategies for the structured representation of a chosen knowledge domain in a formal way, which removing ambiguity and redundancy, detecting errors, and allowing automated reasoning. A case study is presented to show the use of a workflow ontology as a knowledge base for the development of collaborative applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The logic is the dominant form of Knowledge Representation, since is used to formalize the main knowledge representation schemes such as: Semantic Networks, Frames, and Rules. Due to that it supplies a precise semantics, in such a way avoid its ambiguity and vagueness in order to computationally process them. This is because the logic provides an accurate formalization and axiomatization of problem domain, which is ideal for knowledge representing on computers in a meaningful way. Nowadays, all symbolic knowledge representation formalisms can be understood in their relation to First-order (predicate) logic. Descriptive logic [1] is essentially a set of decidable fragments of first-order logic, and is expressive enough as to become a key knowledge representation paradigm. Ontology provides an ideal solution, for it represents the domain knowledge using descriptive logic symbols, which allows specifying it in a simple, readable way for both humans and machines. It facilitates a knowledge base to provide semantic, common understanding, communication, and shared knowledge about the domain of interest.

Collaborative applications must provide an appropriate infrastructure to back up group work and support the dynamic structure of the organizations in runtime. In such a way that they can represent inherent knowledge in the applications that support groups of people engaged in a common goal, and provide an interface for a shared environment. This paper, tries to capture the resulting knowledge on the development of such applications so, it proposes a workflow ontology to create collaborative applications. This represents a knowledge base with all the necessary symbols to specify the elements for building these applications. Therefore, this work focuses both dynamism of group and users’ interaction by providing a common and well defined vocabulary, a list of terms and meanings, which describes concepts and relationships among them, along with axioms in a formal way in order to provide to the collaborative applications a complete and coherent specification for its development.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2, describes briefly the ontology-based knowledge; Section 3, explains the inherent knowledge in the collaborative applications; Section 4, presents the workflow ontology for collaborative applications and a case study focused on academic virtual space; Section 6, outlines the conclusions and future work.

II. ONTOLOGY-BASED KNOWLEDGE

In recent years, the use of ontologies has extended in diverse areas such as medicine [2]; bioinformatics [3]; groupware [4, 5]; mainly, because they allow a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of certain domain of interest. Conceptualization refers to an abstract model of some knowledge of the world through the identification of relevant concepts of this. Explicit specification, means that the type of concepts used and the constraints on their use are explicitly defined. Formal, reflects the fact that the ontology should be machine-readable. Shared, represents the notion that an ontology captures consensual knowledge that is not reserved to some individual, but it is accepted by a group. So, it is said that ontology establishes the vocabulary used to describe and represent domain knowledge to facilitate machine reasoning. According to Gruber [6], domain knowledge in ontologies can be formalized using four components: concepts, relations, axioms and instances. Therefore, it can
be concluded that ontologies are an ideal solution for knowledge representation, since it provides a set of symbols through a formal and structured vocabulary.

Protégé provides graphical interfaces that facilitate the knowledge representation, and it is used to develop ontologies in Web Ontology language [7]. The OWL representation facilities are directly based on Description Logics. This basis confers OWL with a logical framework, including syntax and model-theoretical semantics, allowing a knowledge representation language capable of supporting a knowledge base.

III. KNOWLEDGE BASE OF THE COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS

Information technologies are generating a necessity for collaborative applications, which were unthinkable only a few years ago. On the other hand, they allow collaborative applications to work appropriately. Therefore, there are a large number of ideas, methodologies, models, and technics in the area of collaborative applications investigation, and it seems this number will continue to rise. For example, tools or frameworks (such as Groupkit [14], ANTS [15], and SAGA [16]), architectures (e.g., Clock [17], and Clover [18]), and methodologies (AMENITIES [19], CIAM [3], and TOUCHE [4]) have been built to design and develop collaborative applications. Consequently, there are a large amount of terms defined —such as group, role, task, activity, resource, organizational structure, session, application— that can be considered the foundation for the development of these kinds of applications. However, these terms can have different meaning and connotation in according to the tool, architecture, and methodology where they were defined. On the other hand, these proposals lack of the necessary adaptability to conform naturally to the inherent dynamics or the distinct scenarios that this kind of applications often presents.

Therefore, this paper proposes a workflow ontology for having an appropriate knowledge base for the structured representation of the collaborative applications' development in a formal way, helping to remove ambiguity and redundancy of the terms used for this development. Furthermore, this ontology unlike the above mentioned methodologies, not only provides the static and dynamic structure of group's organization, but it also specifies the steps to develop this kind of applications and allows its adaptation. This workflow ontology was developed through an extended literature review, which included studies and surveys from multiple venues, such as journals, conferences, and workshops. From which, the above mentioned terms to the knowledge base were extracted. This proposal extends this base by adding other terms to existing, such as status, right/oilation, notification, concurrency, phase, adaptation, etc. As well as; the terms are classified into four aspects: group, interaction, application, and adaptation. The three first are commonly present in literature reviewed on collaborative applications, for example, in the most used definition of these applications. The fourth is applied for adapting them to new collaborative scenarios. So, the group aspect, facilitates the group organization allowing communication, coordination and collaboration of their members (users). The interaction aspect, provides a shared workspace and a mechanism to carry out and control the group interaction. The application aspect, manages the users’ access to application, and shows the users’ interaction. The adaptation aspect, offers a mechanism to adjust the application to the necessities of the group. From these aspects, a set of terms that will constitute the knowledge base to develop collaborative applications can be inferred. Therefore, the knowledge base for this kind of applications is established as follows.

A. Group

It is responsible for achieving the common goal. The operation group depends on the creation of the Group Organizational Structure (GOS), which determines who will authorize the users' registration, how an interaction among users is carried out, how are the turns for user's participation defined. The GOS is ruled by the Session Management Policy —SMP— that the structure establishes [9]. The SMP defines a hierarchical or not-hierarchical GOS through Roles that Users can play. These roles establish the set of Rights/Obligations (R/O) and Status (St) within the group, as well as the Tasks that can be performed to accomplish a common goal. The Task is composed of Activities, which use the prevailing shared Resources [10]. The GOS specification provides the Knowledge on how the interaction among users is achieved; what Roles are involved in the group; what Task is performed by each Role, and what Resources are used to achieve a certain goal. Hence, this layer provides the following terms to the knowledge base that will support the development of collaborative applications: GOS, SMP, Role, User, Rights/Obligations, Status, Tasks, Activity, and Resource. Role, User, Task, Activity, and Resource are terms frequently presented in the collaborative domain. In this work, the Resource considers the resources used by the roles to carry out the tasks, including View elements, such as label, text box, button, etc.; Users can be both persons and systems that take part in the group work; Task is composed of Activities, which is the simpler action. On the other hand; GOS, SMP, Rights/Obligations, and Status are terms added to this base; as GOS can symbolize the static structure both group and organization, the SMP can be adjusted to group's necessities facilitating the representation of the dynamic structure, the Rights/Obligations and Status determine the roles’ privileges —i.e. the tasks that a role can play—in the GOS leading to a hierarchical structure.

B. Interaction

It is a key aspect of collaborative applications, as it allows the communication, collaboration, and coordination of the users. The interaction is subordinated to the GOS, and requires of a Session, a Notification, and a Concurrency [11] to operate appropriately. The first one is a shared workspace where a group will interact. The second one provides the users with the necessary information to support the group awareness —users are aware of another member’s presence in the session, and of the actions that each one of them is carrying out—and supplies a common
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context on which the activities within the group are performed, and where the information of the shared resources is stored; thus, creating a group memory to provide understanding and reasoning around the collaborative process. The third one ensures the consistency of the data being shared; providing collaborating users with dynamically-generated temporary access and permissions, to reduce competing conditions, and to guarantee mutually exclusive resource usage. These permissions depend on the GOS established and on the lock mechanism. Accordingly, Session, Notification, and Concurrency are terms aggregated to the knowledge base. The first is commonly used in the collaborative domain, while Notification and Concurrency are not almost applied in this domain, although they are frequently mentioned. These two terms allow decreasing the probability of conflicts within the group by establishing a common context in order to facilitate the users’ interaction.

C. Application

It permits to control and show both the interaction among the users and of the latter with the shared resources. Hence, it presents the Phases and Views. The former is defined as a global description of the tasks that are active [12]; so it represents each collaborative moment in a collaborative application. The latter is a user interface that allows the interaction between the users and the application. There are three Views: Information View (IV) which is related to individual information; the Participant View (PV) that is associated with group awareness; and the Context View (CV) which is connected to group memory. Therefore, the knowledge base is increased with the terms; Phase, IV, PV, and CV. The first one controls the roles that can participate in it, which facilitates the authentication, interaction, and its adaptation among users in the shared workspace. IV, displays the user’s information; the PV and the CV, illustrate the information about the group and organization; in addition, they contemplate two key aspects of all collaborative applications — group awareness, and group memory.

D. Adaptation

It adjusts the Views in accordance to those changes triggered by notification and managed by concurrency in such a manner that the application shows the most recent updates while preserving its functionality. Accordingly, it is necessary to monitor the changes in the session using a detection process; in the case of an adaptable process (when the adaptation is carried out by direct intervention of the user) in a non-hierarchical GOS, the pre-adaptation stage is performed. This process accomplishes an agreement, where all users have to reach a consensus on whether an adaptation process should be performed by a Voting Tool, which offers several kinds of agreements such as the one based on the majority vote or the one based on a maximum or minimum value, etc. In the case of an adaptive process (when the adaptation is automatically performed) or the users have agreed to make an adaptation, an adaptation flow process is performed. When an adaptation flow cannot be completed, a reparation process is invoked —which returns each component to its previous state— then, the users are notified that this adaptation process cannot be achieved [13]. The terms of adaptation and change are added to the knowledge base to indicate which modifications were performed to adjust the application to the new features of the collaborative scenarios.

IV. A WORKFLOW ONTOLOGY FOR COLLABORATIVE APPLICATIONS

The development of collaborative applications demands to execute a group of coordinated steps, which can be accomplished by means of a workflow. The term workflow typically refers to coordinated execution of multiple tasks or operations [20]. However, workflows lack the expressive power to represent the domain knowledge and the sequence of operations. On the other hand, ontology describes the knowledge domain by means of concepts, relations, axioms and instances; although ontology does not specify how these entities should be used and combined. Special attention has recently been paid to the development of workflow ontologies. The former defines in what way the tasks or operations should be used and combined, and once it has been represented, it may be considered a structure. The latter can symbolize this structure due to its expressive power. So ontology is an ideal solution for workflow representation. There are several examples of workflow ontologies: [21] presents a collaborative workflow for terminology extraction and collaborative modeling of formal ontologies using two tools: Protege and OntoLancs. In [22] allows the development of cooperative and distributed ontologies, based on dependencies management between ontologies modules.

In [23] shows an ontology-based workflows for ontology collaborative development in Protégé. In [24] presents the combination of workflows with ontologies to design formal protocols for laboratories. In [25] proposes a workflow ontology for the preservation of digital material produced by an organization or a file system. These works focus on building workflow ontologies to represent collaborative work in different areas; however, this paper presents a workflow ontology to develop collaborative applications (see Figure 1) using the knowledge base described in the section 3.

A. Workflow ontology

This ontology —which can be used as a knowledge base— provides a common and well defined vocabulary, a list of terms and meanings, which describe concepts and relationships among them, along with axioms, in a formal way, in order to provide the collaborative applications with a complete and coherent specification for its development (see Table 1). The workflow ontology has been validated using the reasoner Pellet of Protégé. The workflow ontology enables the design and analysis for developing collaborative applications since it supplies a way of classifying, organizing, and representing the group organization; it provides the elements for simplifying and controlling the
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users’ interaction; it allows managing and presenting the users’ interaction with the application —showing individual and group interaction— it allows adapting the application to the group’s necessities or to new collaborative scenarios. In this manner, the ontology conveys a knowledge base that can be assembled by portions. The terms related to the Group aspect, constitute the first part of the knowledge base, allowing the designers to readily establish the components of the organizational structure. So, they know who is doing what, what kind of functions a particular user performs, or what status within the organization a role has. The terms associated to the Interaction aspect, make up the second part of the knowledge base, permitting the designers—from activities specified and resources used— inferring where a notification and concurrency process must be accomplished. The terms linked to the Application aspect, comprise the third part of the knowledge base, leading the designers to determine both the individual and the cooperative view, which must be shown and updated for the application’s users. The terms connected to the Adaptation aspect, make up the fourth part of the knowledge base, letting the designers to determine the changes required to adapt the application.

The workflow ontology specifies four aspects—that contemplate the above mentioned terms—in order to create a collaborative application.

First, the Group elements are detailed; thus, the Application’s GOS is described; defining the SMP that rules this GOS, the Roles of this SMP, the Status and the R/O of each Role, along with its Tasks, and for each Task, the Activities that constitute it are established; the Resources used in each Activity are also specified. The View —user interface— elements (such as: label, text box, combo box, button, lists, calendars, files, walls, and messages) are stated as the Resources of each Activity.

Second, the Interaction elements are indicated; consequently, the Sessions (Ss) that compose the Application should be determined; the Notification that will be executed should be described—if it were not present, it should be indicated by “Not” (“N”); in like manner, where the Concurrency process is produced —again, if it were not available it should be specified by an “N.” To carry out the Notification, depends on the activities executed. The concurrency is activated according to the resources used by the users.

Third, the Application elements are designated; consequently, the application Phases and Views are established. The Phases are defined according to the tasks that allow to achieve a common goal; moreover, one or several Phases comprise a Session. The View can be IV, PV, and/or CV, which are made up with Resources used in the Tasks performed by users. Because the IV is always present, a “Yes” (“Y”) is permanently exposed; while when the PV and CV are displayed when the Notification and Concurrency happen—in this case “Y” is exhibited, otherwise “N” is visible. The PV enables the group awareness, and CV supports the group memory.

Fourth, the Adaptation elements are selected; subsequently, the Changes that produce the Application Adaptation are specified. The Change is activated by the Notification, which indicates the Views —IV, PV, and CV— that should be adjusted to this Change. When an Adaptation (Ad) is carried out it is revealed, otherwise “N” is displayed. The Change is not shown due to the lack of space.

Fig. 1. Workflow Ontology —it is generated with Protégé— to develop groupware
AVS presents two Roles (R): Professor (P) and Student (S). The former has mayor Status —1— that the latter —2. The AVS offers one Session (Ss), called Academic Workspace (AW). The first Phase has two Views: Register IU (RIU) and Access IU (AIU). The second Phase has three Views: Task IU (TIU), Messages IU (MIU), and Group IU (GIU). The IV column shows a “Y”, while PV and CV display a “Y” whenever a notification is performed. Fourth, the Adaptation element is established (see Table 2).

When some instances of the workflow ontology are defined, it is possible to generate paths that can be viewed as a semantic network (see Figure 2), which can be made for each row of the Table 2, in such a way; several semantic networks for a collaborative application can be developed. Each semantic network can help to develop a collaborative application in a simple, easy manner. For example; Figure 2 shows that the AVS application is created, when AVS has the “GOS AVS” and it presents the Session “AW”. The “GOS AVS” is governed by the “SMP AVS”, this SMP defines the professor Role with Status 1 and R/O “CA”, which allows performing the Task “RU”. This Task is part of Phase “AS” —that comprises the Session “AW”— and it is composed by the Activity “sd”, which uses the Resource “BS” and activates the Notification “ANU”, therefore, the Concurrency locks the Resources: DB and RIU, until the Adaptation —which is produced by the Change— is executed. The Adaptation modifies the View, in such a way the IV, the PV, and the CV are updated. The View is part of Phase “AS”, and this, in turn, of the Application, called AVS. The semantic network so described allows us to understand how the application depends on the GOS and on the Sessions, and how the Phase is related to the Task and View and, in like manner, in what way the Tasks include some activities, and so on. Consequently, this understanding simplifies the development of collaborative applications for the designers.

**B. Case study**

In this paper, an Academic Virtual Space (AVS) is presented as a case study. AVS provides a shared workspace to simplify the access to the students to the course material (previously loaded by the professor) as well as the interchange of messages among the users for facilitating the feedback of the course’s knowledge, thus, strengthening the students’ learning. Only the workflow ontology instances (see Table 2) should be defined to create the collaborative application, called AVS. According to this ontology, first the Group elements are specified. Therefore, AVS presents two Groups (G): Course (C) and Software (S). Each group has two Statuses —1— that the latter —2. The course has mayor Status —1— that the latter —2. The Course and Software correspond to professor’s first four, besides registering himself in the groups. The professor instances related to the R/O “accessing to AVS” (CA) are described. So, one of his/her tasks is “registering the user”’ (RU), which is composed of the following activities: capturing login (cl), password (cp), first name (cfn), last name (cln), Facebook (cf), Twitter (ct), and e-mail (cem); as well as repeating password (rp), uploading picture (up), and sending data (sd). The first eight activities use the next resources: Register User Interface (RUI), Label (L), and Text Box (TB). The ninth activity requires the following resources: RUI, Browse Button (BB), and File (Fi). The tenth activity implicates the Button Register (BR) resource.

Second, the Interaction elements are stated (see Table 2). The Interaction elements are specified. Therefore, Group elements are stated (see Table 2). Two Phases are considered, since the tasks focus on two goals: access to (AS) and work in AVS (WS). The first Phase has two Views: Register IU (RIU) and Access IU (AIU). The second Phase has three Views: Task IU (TIU), Messages IU (MIU), and Group IU (GIU). The IV column shows a “Y”, while PV and CV display a “Y” whenever a notification is performed. Fourth, the Adaptation element is established (see Table 2).

The adaptation (Ad) column is described when a notification has happened. In the case of the Task “Registering the User”, in the first nine activities, the Ad column exhibits an N, while on the tenth one; the executed adaptation is to show a new user. The remnants of the workflow ontology instances can be viewed in the Table 2.

When some instances of the workflow ontology are defined, it is possible to generate paths that can be viewed as a semantic network (see Figure 2), which can be made for each row of the Table 2, in such a way; several semantic networks for a collaborative application can be developed. Each semantic network can help to develop a collaborative application in a simple, easy manner. For example; Figure 2 shows that the AVS application is created, when AVS has the “GOS AVS” and it presents the Session “AW”. The “GOS AVS” is governed by the “SMP AVS”, this SMP defines the professor Role with Status 1 and R/O “CA”, which allows performing the Task “RU”. This Task is part of Phase “AS” —that comprises the Session “AW”— and it is composed by the Activity “sd”, which uses the Resource “BS” and activates the Notification “ANU”, therefore, the Concurrency locks the Resources: DB and RIU, until the Adaptation —which is produced by the Change— is executed. The Adaptation modifies the View, in such a way the IV, the PV, and the CV are updated. The View is part of Phase “AS”, and this, in turn, of the Application, called AVS. The semantic network so described allows us to understand how the application depends on the GOS and on the Sessions, and how the Phase is related to the Task and View and, in like manner, in what way the Tasks include some activities, and so on. Consequently, this understanding simplifies the development of collaborative applications for the designers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>RO</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Knowledge Base of AVS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Authenticating User</td>
<td>AVS</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sending Message</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Updating Task</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Creating Course</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Creating Group</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Choosing Hours</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Selecting Teacher</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Registering User</td>
<td>AVS</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Registering in the Group</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>RUL, TB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a workflow ontology for developing collaborative applications, which makes it possible to represent the collaborative application to be built. Thus, the designers are provided with a knowledge base to avoid ambiguities, when they use certain terms in the modelling of collaborative applications. The ontology brings a knowledge base that can be assembled by portions, and that can be created by using an instance table and/or a set of semantic networks. Both of them allow simplifying the workflow ontology generation for developing a collaborative application. The ontology brings a knowledge base that can be assembled by portions, and that can be created by using an instance table and/or a set of semantic networks. Both of them allow simplifying the workflow ontology generation for developing collaborative applications. The future work will aim to specify a methodology to develop collaborative applications, starting with the workflow ontology described in this paper.
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